need for speed

vista points

pedesterian accessibility

site plan

1 - pedestrian traffic via downtown
2 - pedestrian traffic via river walk

mariposa’s mountian biking mecca

3 - bus route
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4 - bike traffic via west ridge
5 - bike traffic via indian mtn
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defensible ridges
the need

mariposa county is in need of additional outdoor
recreation infastructure. the county currently relies
of yosemite national park to entice tourists and
bring commerce to local businesses. however, there
are numerous underutilized natural resources and
unexplored business oppurtunities that can begin
to capitalize on the massive flow of tourists through
the county. to avoid being overshadowed by the
picturesque views of yosemite the county must offer
a flavor of outdoor adventure that the park cannot.
this adventure is mountain biking.
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fire resistant wrapping

problem statement

the need for speed system is designed to integrate
outdoor recreation and tourism seemlessly with the
urban fabric of downtown mariposa. the system
is two fold, the first part being the miles of trail
that create a continous loop around the town of
mariposa. the second part is a centralized hub
located in close proximity to local businesses
and additional future projects that serves as a
welcome center for multiple outdoor activites and
a gathering space for those who share the passion
of mountainbiking.
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site plan analysis
the site is strategically positioned at the entrance
to the proposed downtown river walk. in this
location the hub goes beyond a registration
and information station for mountain bikes and
begins to lend itself to the public at large.
the sites tiered nature provides the oppurtunity
for grand views of the surrounding foothills and
multiple avenues of approach and egress.

zoning considerations

urban interaction

hub proximity to local business
the community hub sits within walking
distance of downtwon and squarely
inside the general commercial zone.
the bike shope on the bottom floor
allows the hub to exist in this zoning.

the proximity to downtown serves both the hub
and local businesses as they provide potential
users for one another. after a long ride a
biker might stroll across the street to the beer
garden and during a day out on the town a local
might take interest in the shuttles loaded with
mountain bikes and enthusiastic faces.

public visibility
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in addition to pedesterian access this site also
is ideal for creating a shuttle pick up and drop of
location. the site sits at one of the lowest points
in the city meaning riders can take a shuttle
from the hub and enjoy an entirely downhill ride
back into mariposa.

neighborhood connection
to encourage locals to expierence the
need for speed, the trail briefly enters
two proposed area for future single and
multifamily residential housing
existing parks
parks and other public spaces such
as the highschool are along the path
of the trail to increase exposure to
mountain biking and encourage the
trail as a means of transportation to
other outdoorsy areas around town.
scenic resource
the trail takes advantage of scenic
resource zones to provide a wilderness
expierence for riders as close as
possible to the town of mariposa itself

zoning map

rideable slopes

GC - general commerical
P/QP - public quasi public
SFR/MRF - single family and
multi family residential
SR - scenic resource

proposed programs

SFR/MFR
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downhill trails

SR

5 - river walk

P/QP
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floor 1 plan
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trail design criteria

trail map
materiality

10’-0”

shou sugi ban timber - pre charred wood reduces
risk of ember flurries lighting the structure and
provides a beautiful wooden aesthetic.
granite stones - fire proof cladding for shear walls
and the chimney, the choice of stone connects the
building to mariposa’s granite mining past.
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2-5% cross slope

25’- 0”
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concrete - fire proof polished concrete creates an
attractive interior flooring and with rebar added
makes up the foundation and shear walls.

25’-0”

stainless steel - in order to shield glass components
of the facade in a fire emergency, steel fire shutters
are added to the exterior.

18” min

the materials chosen for the community hub serve the dual
purpose of resisting wildfire and blending into the urban
fabric.

trail descriptions

indian mountain trailhead
stockton ridge ride - 3.3 miles - moderate
lakeview trail - 3.2 miles - moderate

mtn biking trail

these trails utilize the picturesque stockton
creek to create a more challenging ride
through the spurs and draws around
indian mountain. the trail also provides the
oppurtunity tie in existing routes

shuttle route

aba mtn biking trail

shuttle pick up stop

bullion knob trailhead
bullion bomber - 6.9 miles - difficult
reckless abandone - 7.1 miles - difficult

elevation

made for expierenced bikers, these trails
are longer and steeper winding through the
hills outside of mariposa.

trailhead
land cover

bullion knob

forest 53%
indian mountain

west ridge

tree cover

chaparall 42%
grassland 1%
developed 4%

20%

mariposa overlook - 3.1 miles - easy

easier trails targeted towards tourists
that highlight the foothills immeadiately
surrounding mariposa. these trails heavily
feature urban interaction during the ride.

10%

down hill thrill - 0.9 miles - easy

frequency

west trailhead

community hub

0%

50%
tree cover

100%

1 - welcome center
shuttle pass purchase
comprehensive trail map
information on river walk
mtn biker registration
2 - social space
cafe
wrap around porch
outdoor work space
restroom
3 - bike shop
mtn bike rental
mtn bike pro shop
mtn bike repair area
outdoor workspace
restroom
4 - shuttle loop

floor 0 plan

